LEADERSHIP
WASHINGTON FOCUS

Be A Part of the 4-H Citizenship Tradition

Leadership Washington Focus (LWF) is the only national leadership development experience designed exclusively for 4-H’ers entering grades 7-9. It prepares 4-H youth for the future by teaching them leadership skills using an experiential learning model based in 4-H curriculum and the living classroom of Washington D.C.

LWF emphasizes four competency areas:

• Communication
• Critical Thinking
• Collaboration
• Confidence

4-H youth, and their adult chaperones, travel as a delegation to LWF. Delegations are organized at the club, county or state levels.

• Lodging at National 4-H Youth Conference Center for the duration of the program
• All meals during the program
• All site visits during the program
• Transportation during the program (this does not include travel to or from the Conference Center)
• Souvenir pack including: LWF bag, LWF t-shirt, and LWF water bottle

Led by our team of program assistants, delegates will learn by doing and leave LWF with the experiences, tools, and connections to be leaders in their communities today.

REGISTER YOUR DELEGATION TODAY
and see more program highlights at www.4HLWF.org